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Gary Hume at Sprueth Magers Berlin

Fishtank with fruit sorbet
Gary Hume: ‘Bird in a Fishtank’ – Sprueth Magers Berlin.
From July 2 until August 21 2010
One wants to eat Gary Hume’s paintings, or at least lick at them – although they sometimes
have titles like The Shit. One can literally taste them – these palettes of brown and red shades,
frosted candy, mint and pastel colours that Hume has cultivated since the beginning of his
career as a Young British Artist, with high-gloss, super-flat pictures and abbreviated sculptures.
One can associate the almost sensuous dreams of children and consumption with these
surfaces: glossy streams of colourful make-up, car paint and nail polish, or treacle that pours
over bodies and ready-made desserts in TV commercials, car bodywork that shimmers in the
sunlight, fruit sorbets or ice cream. Contrary to artists such as Jeff Koons or Takashi Murakami,
who celebrate an industrially produced flawlessness and the artwork as a fetishised pop
product, Hume is above all a conceptual painter who pursues the repertoire of Hard-edge and
Color Field painting of the 1960s and allows representation and abstract composition to
compete with one another.
When encountering his paintings, they fall apart into abstract forms that are linked by lines.
These corrugated lines emerge out of the reflected gloss like subtle organic structures,
brushstrokes and contours that run like veins under the opaque layers of colour and give the
painting a three dimensional effect. Hume once remarked that his paintings were ‘the flattest
sculptures in the world’. This may well sound as dubious as the slogan: ‘the longest praline in
the world’ used to promote a chocolate bar. But whoever enters his current exhibition ‘Bird in a
Fish Tank’ at Sprueth Magers Berlin is overwhelmed by his incredible sense of space and
colour. As with his gloss paintings, in the space itself, Hume also manages to generate a great
sense of depth through a precise layering of surfaces, lines and colours, thereby transforming it
into a painting cum sculpture. Hume ironically calls the huge exhibition space of the gallery a
‘fish tank’ which indeed resembles an aquarium in its dimensions. The works are in no way
inferior to this. The gigantic, light blue and lilac coloured painting Big Bird (2010) consists of six
aluminium panels painted in gloss and takes up a space of approximately seven times four
meters. It has been specially designed for the main space and hangs on a wall where the
windows look out onto a garden – a metaphorical link to nature.
As a matter of fact, Hume’s first solo exhibition in Berlin for more than 15 years is dominated by
strange female bodies and parts of the body that tell of bizarre rituals of Western civilization.
‘Bird’ also is a slang term for ‘bimbo’. By this Hume, who works in London and Upstate New
York, links a number of recent paper works, paintings and sculptures to his series ‘American
Tan’ from 2007 that is inspired by photographs of cheerleaders from the 1950s. A touch of
surreal, summery nostalgia is in the air. Tennessee, Kentucky, and Virginia are the titles of
these large-format paper works in the front exhibition space in which Hume sketches different
poses of cheerleaders with somewhat playful lines – or rather as caricatures; the seemingly
robust forms begin to slip like loosely tied gift ribbon. Whilst Hume only roughly outlines eyes,
lips, bust and hips, omitting some parts and emphasising others extensively, he creates a
sensitive panopticon of physical decay that reduces the American ideals of beauty, athleticism,
discipline and grace to absurdity.
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These works on paper serve as foreplay to his paintings and sculptures in the main hall; in The
Tumble (2009) one can still detect the stylised outlines of a white-haired girl who is making a
cartwheel. In other works the limbs and movements of girls doing gymnastics and swaying
pompoms are reduced to such extreme details and sections that they are hardly recognisable;
the crook of an arm is dismantled into green and dark purple coloured sections in The Bridge
(2009); in Spunk (2009) only an abstract body landscape is indicated. This fragmentation
continues in Hume’s sculptures – limbs made from bronze and speckled marble that are based
on parts of arms of mannequins. Out of these amputated appendages that he partially
emphasises with luminous gloss paint, Hume develops a serial arsenal of gestures that derive
from typical pseudo-gymnastic pin-up poses - the position of spread or crossed legs, open
arms, and bent knees ready to leap. At the same time the show appears to be anything but
chauvinist. One is not necessarily forced to agree with the English critic who quipped that Hume
might be one of the last British feminists, however the vulnerability and sensibility concealed in
each of his sculptures and under the seductive surfaces of his paintings, stand in stark contrast
to the pornographic and homogenized notion of the ideal body image that dominates our
culture.

